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Win a console table
ShareWood and WohnGeist
have offered an amazing prize
for one lucky Swiss News
reader: a three-drawer console
table, handmade out of Blue
Teak with silently closing
drawers, worth 
Fr2,780.

To enter, just email 
your details to
eshop@sharewood.com;
before 18 February

sharewood-shop.com

The spirit of
craftsmanship
For lovers of wood, hardwoods such as teak have a definite appeal
over fast-growing pine – but there is a financial and environmental
cost attached. Now, two Swiss partners are offering beautiful
furniture and accessories crafted from their proprietary “Blue Teak”,
which grows about four times faster than traditional teak. 

unique designs. “Normal teak is really boring compared with
this,” says Senn. 

Senn, a fourth-generation carpenter who has also studied
design, has created a range of 14 products in Blue Teak, some of
which I viewed on a visit to the WohnGeist workshop. They range
from large furniture items (a bed, a table, even a bathtub for
Fr9,900) to kitchenware, such as a nutmeg mill (Fr78) or tall
pepper grinder (Fr148). 

Offering small, more affordable products is of course a
calculated choice, Möckli tells me. “We would like to attract
people, so they get familiar with this wood –”

“And then there is a virus,” Senn interrupts drily. “So they get
infected and want to buy the big things.”

The most expensive item in their range actually isn’t big at all.
It’s an exquisite 90-piece toolset, mounted in a cabinet that can be
hung on the wall or folded up suitcase-style. It’s a work of art, and
it costs Fr15,000.

“It’s a special product, it’s not for everybody,” admits Möckli. “It
costs a bit because it’s Swiss handmade. It’s not for the mass.”

None the less, in the 18 months or so this set has been on the
market, they have sold 40. A smaller version is also available, for
Fr2,500. At present the line is available only on their website, but
retailers should be picking up products in due course. In fact, the
first retailer approached them within a month or two of the
partnership being launched. 

For Möckli, this might almost seem like destiny. “My father was
a farmer, a cabinet maker and a banker,” he tells me. “These three
things I’ve now put together. It’s not a job, it’s a dream. It’s very
exciting.”

Sharewood sells some of this timber in Brazil, where it is grown,
and exports some to India, but it is here in Switzerland, with
partner Wohngeist, that it gets turned into some truly special
items. 

The benefits of Blue Teak, grown using a proprietary process
by Swiss firm Sharewood, are clear. First of all, it’s gorgeous.
Growing so fast means there is a lot more variation in tone; the
wood shows broad streaks of gold and nut brown. Then, it’s
cheaper, since it can be harvested after at most 20 years (with
thinnings occurring three or four times within that cycle),
compared with 50-100 years for old teak. 

“It’s not so much forestry, more like gardening,” explains
ShareWood CEO Peter Möckli. “The plantation manager is not a
forestry engineer, he’s an agriculture engineer. It’s about growing,
managing the soil and so on, not managing a forest. He’s a wood
gardener.” 

And of course that is also great news for the atmosphere. The
growing trees lock in carbon from the atmosphere; then they are
cut down, new trees planted and even more carbon captured. It’s
demonstrably sustainable – beautiful, exotic hardwood, with no
environmental guilt. 

Special products, special market
But the qualities that make Blue Teak special also require
special handling: it takes care to place those beautiful streaks
for the best effect. And young wood is more sensitive and needs
different processes; for instance, it must be kept very, very dry.
So Möckli chose Swiss master craftsman, WohnGeist founder
Stefan Senn, to turn this unconventional wood into equally
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